
The Lucky Wheel: Tales From Maple Ridge
that Will Leave You Begging for More!

Maple Ridge, a charming small town nestled in the beautiful countryside, is home
to extraordinary tales that captivate the hearts of both young and old. At the
center of these stories is "The Lucky Wheel," a remarkable place where dreams
come true and the unexpected brings joy and laughter.
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With an air of mystery and a touch of magic, "The Lucky Wheel" spins the lives of
the townsfolk, weaving unforgettable adventures that leave an indelible mark on
Maple Ridge's history. From timeless legends to modern-day miracles, this
anthology offers an enchanting glimpse into a world where anything is possible.
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The town's residents are as diverse as the tales themselves. Meet Emily, a young
artist who discovers an extraordinary talent hidden within a forgotten family
heirloom. Join Clara, a retired schoolteacher, as she embarks on a quest to find a
long-lost treasure that holds the key to her past. Laugh along with Toby, a
mischievous boy whose encounter with a magical creature turns his life upside
down.

Each story is carefully crafted to transport readers to Maple Ridge, where vivid
descriptions paint the landscapes and characters spring to life. Whether you're
roaming the picturesque gardens of the elegant Wright Manor or exploring the
hidden secrets of the enchanted woods, The Lucky Wheel invites you to immerse
yourself in a world where imagination knows no bounds.
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But it's not only the whimsical tales that draw readers in. The profound themes
explored in these stories resonate with our own lives. Love, friendship,
overcoming adversity, and the power of hope are interwoven throughout,
reminding us of the universal human experiences we all share.

As you turn each page, you'll find yourself feeling a part of this small town,
eagerly anticipating what surprises lie in store. The Lucky Wheel is an emblem of
the extraordinary that resides within the ordinary, celebrating the beauty of
everyday life and the magic that exists in unexpected places.

With characters you'll quickly grow to love and stories that will keep you on the
edge of your seat, The Lucky Wheel promises a delightful adventure that will
leave you eagerly awaiting the next installment. Each tale is a treasure in itself,
and together they form a collection that is as charming as it is unforgettable.

So, take a step into the enchanting world of Maple Ridge, where dreams come
true, and where The Lucky Wheel spins tales that will undoubtedly touch your
heart and leave you begging for more!
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Logan puts his skills to the test to help his town repair the schoolhouse in this
second book of a wholesome series that’s like Little House on the Prairie for
younger readers.

The residents of Maple Ridge are trying to raise money to fix their schoolhouse.
Repairs just can’t be put off any longer! Everyone has decided to pitch in and sell
their old or unwanted items at a market held outside the nearby city. Logan wants
to contribute by fixing and selling a wagon wheel that he found on the side of the
road, even though nobody believes he can handle the task. Logan works very
hard on the repairs…but will his effort pay off?

With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Tales
from Maple Ridge chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
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